**PRINCIPAL’S PLAYBOOK**
A Comprehensive Guide for Principals Managing Bureau Operated and Tribally Controlled Schools

Designed to provide Bureau of Indian Education (BIE) and Tribally Controlled (TC) school principals with current and centralized information to aid in all school operations.

*Principal’s Playbook* aligns with BIE’s Strategic Direction Goal 3, Strategy 3.2
*Develop and mentor principals, teachers and staff*

BIE’s Strategic Direction Goal 6, Strategies 6.1 & 6.4
*Employee system of support and Accountability*

The Playbook reinforces the connections to BIE’s new Standards, Assessment and Accountability System and BIE’s State Agency-ESSA Plan.

*Principal’s Playbook* compiles BIE required tasks and key due dates which serve as principal responsibility reminders.

*Principal’s Playbook* and its companion resources can be found on **Native Star**.

**AREAS OF CONCENTRATION**

*Principal’s Playbook* consolidates critical information from both the BIE and BIA into one digital desktop tool housed within 4 color-coded Areas of Concentration:

- **BLUE:** Human Resources
- **GREEN:** Academics
- **PURPLE:** Community and Tribal Relations
- **ORANGE:** School Operations and Management

The Principal’s Playbook is available in Native Star on the Resources Page, please access through:  
https://www.indistar.org/home

**REGISTER NOW!**

Register for the following one-hour Playbook Overview Sessions:

- **Bureau Operated Schools:** January 12, 2021 - 2:00-3:00 MT  
  http://bit.ly/BIE-Playbook-01-12-21
- **Tribally Controlled Schools:** January 13, 2021 - 2:00-3:00 MT  
- **Navajo:** January 14, 2021 - 11:00-12:00 MT  

Principal’s Playbook was developed by BIE in collaboration with the RG 13 Comprehensive Center.